### Approval History

**Submit/Resubmit** by Requester - Edwin Vega at 7/11/2017 6:55 PM

**Approved** by Project Administrator - rafael urdaneta at 7/12/2017 10:47 AM

**Comment**

Notification and Coordination with project MOT at 107 Ave is needed. Notify the City of Sweetwater.

**Requested Extension** by NonDOTRequester - Edwin Vega at 8/14/2017 9:47 AM

**Approved** by DistrictTrafficMaintenanceEngineers - Saud Khan at 8/16/2017 8:26 AM

**Requested Extension** by NonDOTRequester - Edwin Vega at 9/20/2017 8:41 AM

**Approved** by DistrictTrafficMaintenanceEngineers - Saud Khan at 9/20/2017 9:30 AM

**Requested Extension** by NonDOTRequester - Edwin Vega at 11/6/2017 8:48 AM

**Approved** by DistrictTrafficMaintenanceEngineers - Saud Khan at 11/6/2017 2:48 PM

**Requested Extension** by NonDOTRequester - Edwin Vega at 12/21/2017 10:39 AM

**Approved** by DistrictTrafficMaintenanceEngineers - Saud Khan at 1/9/2018 12:09 PM

**Requested Extension** by NonDOTRequester - Edwin Vega at 1/31/2018 10:26 AM

**Approved** by DistrictTrafficMaintenanceEngineers - Saud Khan at 2/6/2018 2:55 PM

---

This Lane Closure Request has been **APPROVED**.
Description of Lane Closure Location:
Double lane closure going Westbound SW 8th Street. Lane closure will be per attachment and index 613 1 of 2. Work zone will be from 112th ave to 500' west 107th ave. Lane closure will be for as needed basis.

**DESCRIPTION OF ANTICIPATED CLOSURE**

**Type of Closure:**
- ✅ Partial
-☐ Full
-☐ Intersection
-☐ On Ramp
-☐ Off Ramp

**Direction:**
-☐ Northbound
-☐ Southbound
-☐ Eastbound
-✅ Westbound

**Number of Lanes in Direction of Closure for Weekdays:**
- Total Number of Lanes: 3
- Number Closed: 1
- Number Opened: 2

**Number of Lanes in Direction of Closure for Weekend:**
- Total Number of Lanes:
- Number Closed:
- Number Opened:

**Number of Lanes in Direction of Closure for Nights:**
- Total Number of Lanes:
- Number Closed:
- Number Opened:

**Date Work will Begin:**
7/17/2017

**Date Work will End:** 4/27/2018

**Day of Week:**
- Monday
- Friday

**Time Work will begin:**
- 10:00 AM
- 3:30 PM

**DESCRIPTION OF WORK TO BE PERFORMED**

delivery of crane

**ATTACHMENTS**

Maintenance of Traffic Plan / Detour Plan:

Standard Index Number(s): 623 1 of 1

**LANE CLOSURE REQUESTED BY**

Contractor Company: MCM
Contractor Representative: Edwin Vega

**DATE:** 9/20/2017

**LANE CLOSURE APPROVED BY**

District Construction Engineer:

District Maintenance Engineer:

**DATE:**
ROADWAY/LANE CLOSURE REQUEST
# 16137
District Traffic
Maintenance DATE: District Director of Operations: DATE:
Engineer: